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Equivarîant Function Spaces and Stable Homotopy Theory I
J. C. Becker1) and R. E. Schultz2)

Let F(Sn) dénote the space of self-maps of the «-sphère with the compact-open
topology and the identity as its basepoint. Results of Dold and Lashof [10] and
Stasheff [27] show the importance of F(Sn) in the classification of fiber spaces with
fiber (homotopically équivalent to) Sn, and because of this the topological properties
of F(Sn) yield (or should yield, at least) considérable information about the topology
of manifolds. Actually, for purposes of studying manifolds it is préférable to replace
the spaces F(Sn) by a so-called stable version. To construct this, we embed F(Sn) in
F(Sn+1) via the unreduced suspension functor and set

F=mjlimkF(Sk).

(In the literature, this space is usually called G; however, we shall soon find it conve-
nient to let G designate a compact Lie group).

If we are given an action of a compact Lie group G on Sn, we shall let FG(Sn)
dénote the subspace (submonoid, in fact) of ail self-maps of Sn that are equivariant
with respect to the given actions of G; we shall restrict our attention to group actions

given by free orthogonal représentations (see §3). In this paper we shall study the

homotopy properties of thèse spaces FG(Sn) and their corresponding stable versions.

Perhaps the most interesting conséquence of our work is a relationship between the
stable versions of the spaces FG(Sn) and stable homotopy theory that generalizes
the fundamentally important natural isomorphism

9X: [X, F] » {X, S0}

essentially due to G. Whitehead [32], where [ ] and { } dénote homotopy classes

of ordinary maps and S-maps respectively and X is a CW complex.
Just as the spaces F(Sn) and F and the isomorphism OX are applicable to the

topology of manifolds, the spaces FG(Sn)9 their stable analogs, and the results of this

paper are applicable to the study of manifolds with G-actions. Applications of our
results along thèse Unes appear in [35] and [36].

We wish to thank Mark Mahowald for suggestions which contributed substan-

tially to the formulation of our results.

x) Partially supported by NSF Grant GP-34197
2) Partially supported by NSF Grant GP-19530
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1. Introduction

We shall describe some of our results more precisely in this section. Let G be a

compact Lie group and FF a free G-module (see §3). Let S(W) dénote the underlying
unit sphère of W. If F is a submodule of JF, we dénote by F(V | W) the space of
G-equivariant maps S(V*)-*S(W), where F* is the orthogonal complément of F
in JF. If Wr is anotherfree G-module, then S(W® W) is equivariantly homeomorphic
to the join of S{W) and S{W')\ furthermore, the orthogonal complément of Fin
W®W is V*®W. Hence the join functor induces an inclusion of F(V\ W) in

F{V\ W®W). Wedefine

where fcFF dénotes the fc-fold sum of W with itself and F is included in the first
factor. If Fis the trivial G-module {0} we write FG in place of ^({0}).

Our main resuit (Theorem (6.6)) gives a description ofF(V) as a space constructed
from the classifying space of G in a natural way. For example, FG is describable as

follows : let BG be a classifying space for G with total space EG9 let © be the Lie algebra
of G and G act on © via the adjoint représentation; the balanced product of EG and

© is a vector bundle over BG which we shall call £ and whose Thom space we shall
call B^G. Then FG is homotopy équivalent to Q (i^), where g (F) is defined for pointed
spaces Fby

The homotopy équivalence is best understood using its alternate stable homotopy
theoretic interprétation. Namely, under the canonical natural isomorphism

it takes the form of a natural isomorphism

If G is the trivial group, then q>X is essentially the same as the previously mentioned
ex.

There are many generalizations of the spaces FG9 and it is natural to ask whether

they too are describable as Q(Y) for suitable choices of Y. We mention two results

in this direction:
(i) If G is finite and acts orthogonally on its real group algebra via the regular

représentation, the homotopy type of FG is essentially given by results of Graeme

Segal [25, Prop. 2 and Corollary to Prop. 7]. Using the techniques of [24] one can
dérive spécial cases of Segal's results from some of our results and vice versa.
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(ii) Suppose G is finite and acts freely and topologically on Sn; results of R. Lee

[17] and T. Pétrie [22] show that some finite groups admit such actions (smooth
actions, in fact) but not linear ones. In this case one can still define FG and prove
analogs of our results. Détails will appear in Part II of this paper.

Sections 2 through 4 contain preliminary material on ex-spaces, vector bundles,
and the transfer map for fiber bundles. Our main results are stated in Sections 5

and 6; some of the more technical arguments are postponed to Sections 7, 8, and 9.

Finally, we consider the foliowing problem: If H is a closed subgroup of G, there is

an inclusion of FG in FH because every G-equivariant map is automatically Zf-equiv-
ariant; détermine the image of n*(FG) in n*(FH). The last three sections (10-12)
contain some quantitative results on this problem.

2. Sectioned Bundles

Let B dénote a locally finite CW-complex. In the terminology of James [14], an

ex-space of B is an object Ç (Ei9B,pç, Aç) consisting of maps p^'.E^B and

AçiB-+Eç such that p$A$ is the identity. If £ and f are ex-spaces, we dénote by
[£, Ç~\ the set of homotopy classes of fiber and cross section preserving maps E^ ~» E?.
Ex-spaces may be regarded as generalizations of pointed spaces and many of the

standard constructions for pointed spaces, such as reduced join, wedge, etc., carry
over to ex-spaces. This is usually done by performing the construction 'fiberwise'.
For detailed accounts see [14], [15], [4].

An ex-space Ç will be called a sectioned bundle if it has the following local product
structure. There is a pointed space F, with base point (say) x0, a cover {U} ofB by
open sets, and homeomorphisms ij/u'.UxF-^p^1^) such that the following dia-

grams are commutative.

UxF-^p^iU) UxF -^ PÏl{U)

U U

Hère p is the projection and A is the cross section b -* (b, x0). We will also assume

that Fis a finite complex and {E^ Aç(B),pç) has the homotopy extension property
[4; section 2].

The fiberwise reduced join of ^ and a will be denoted by ^ a a. There is a

suspension map

*:K,<r]->KAa,«'Aa] (2.1)

defined by /->/a 1, and the following suspension theorem is proved in [15] (see

also [14]).
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(2.2) THEOREM. Suppose that a is a sphère bundle and thefiber of is (n-1)-
connected. Then a is injective if E% is (2n—\)-connected and surjective if Eç is 2n-co-
connected.

If Y and t are homeomorphic pointed spaces let H(Y, t) dénote the space
of base point preserving homeomorphisms from Y to f. If Ç (E,B,p,A) and
|=(Zs, Ê9p, 2) axe sectioned bundles with the same fiber F, let

H(E,Ê)= U H(p-\b),p-l{h))
(b,6)eBxB

and let q:H(E, Ê)-+BxÊ dénote the obvious projection. For each pair of coordi-
nate maps

il/u:UxF-+p~1(U)9 xlfv:VxF->p-
we obtain

U x V) x H(F9Ê) -* q^(U x V)

by (b, S, (p)-snl/b<P&b-i- Let H(E, Ê) hâve the smallest topology such that each \l/UxV
is continuous. Then, with this topology, it is easy to check that (H(E, Ê), B x Ê, q)
is a fiber bundle which we dénote by H(Ç, f Now the following bundle covering
homotopy property is an immédiate conséquence of the covering homotopy property
for H(£, |).

(2.3) THEOREM. Let H:BxI-+Ê andk:E->Ê be such thatpk H0, k is cross
section preserving, and k is a homeomorphism on each fiber. Then there is K:ExI-+Ê
such that pK=H9 K0=k, Kt is cross section preserving, and Kt is a homeomorphism
on each fiber.

We conclude this section with some notation and remarks. If Zis a pointed space
with base point x0, let % dénote the sectioned bundle (B x X, B, p, A) where p (b, x)=b
and A (b) (b9 x0). If a is a vector bundle over B, define ôc to be the sectioned bundle
obtained by taking the fiberwise one point compactification of Ea and letting Aa be

the cross section at infinity. Observe that a©/? is canonically équivalent to à a/5.
There is a functor Tfrom sectioned bundles to pointed spaces defined by T(Ç)=

Eç/Aç(B). If a is a vector bundle, T(â) is simply the Thom space of a which we will
alternately dénote by T(a) or Ba. More generally, if AcB let

If X is a pointed space we hâve T(XaÇ)=XaT(Ç). Note also that projection
onto the second factor induces a bijection

]. (2.4)
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3. Vector Bundles

Suppose that M is a compact differentiable manifold without boundary and G is

a compact Lie group acting freely and differentiably on M. By a resuit of Gleason

[11] the orbit map/r.M-*M/G has the structure of a principal G-bundle (in fact, a
smooth bundle, compare [34]). The tangent bundles of M and M/G are related as

follows. Let Ad (G) dénote the G-module determined by the adjoint représentation
of G. The vector bundle with fiber Ad (G) associated with p\M-*M\G will be de-

noted by Ç. One then has an identification

and this identification is natural with respect to smooth G-maps [28].
A G-module F will always be assumed to be real, finite dimensional, and equipped

with a G-invariant metric. The unit sphère of F will be denoted by S(V) and the

quotient space S(V)jG by M(V). We say that Vis free if G acts freely on S(V). In
this case M(V) is a smooth manifold andp:S(V)-+M(V) is a principal G-bundle.

Suppose now that FF is a free G-module and Fez FF is a submodule. Let Udénote the

orthogonal complément of F in FF and let rj dénote the balanced product vector bundle

tl (S(U)xVIG9M(U),p) (3.2)

Let Ç be the sectioned bundle

Ç (S(U) x S(W)/G, M(U)9p, A) (3.3)

where A [u] [w, u]. We hâve an identification

£ en rj®t(S(U))/G (3.4)

given by
v lit* ~~~ i U * U I U

I. ___________ I /*T\ I |j
I M*WJ L I U U

Combining this with (3.1) we hâve

(3.5)

where x is the tangent bundle of M(U).
We will also need a description of the Thom space of */©£ along the Unes of

[2, Proposition (4.3)]. The map

S(U) x (K© Ad (G)) -» S{W) x Ad (G)

by

(w, v9 y) -> (V1 - (M/(l + M2)) u 0 (1/(1 + \v\ v), y))
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is equivariant and its quotient extends to an identification

M (l/)*eç ~ (M (W)9 M (V)f. (3.6)

4. The Transfer

In this section we will give a brief description of the transfer or 'umkehr' map
associated with a differentiable fiber bundle. Our account follows that of Boardman
[6]. By a manifold we mean a compact differentiable manifold without boundary.
Let N be a manifold and M a submanifold of N with normal bundle œ. Choose an
embedding EmczN of E^ as a tubular neighborhood of M. Let a be a sectioned
bundle over N and consider the maps

0<*<l. (4.1)

wherey, is the canonical homotopy given by jt(x)=(l — t)x, and k, is a sectioned
bundle morphism coveringy, such that k0 is the identity, k, is the identity on Ea\ M
(where M<=.Ea is the 0-section), and k, is a homeomorphism on each fiber. Such a

homotopy exists by (2.3). Define

(4.2)

by A. (a)=(p. («),*:,(«)) and let

Ka:a\Ea-+<x\M (4.3)

dénote the map kt. The Pontrjagin-Thom map

c:T(a)-+T(œ aoc \ M) (4.4)

is then given by

if xtEm.

It follows by a standard argument that the homotopy class of c does not dépend on
the particular choice of covering homotopy.

Let p:M-*N be a differentiable fiber bundle. Choose an embedding p:M-+Nx
x Rs homotopic to p and let co dénote the normal bundle. If a is a sectioned bundle

over N there is the product bundle axO over NxRs and axO | M^/?*(a). Since

T(ol x 0)=T(a) x Rs/Rs, the Pontrjagin-Thom map has the form

c: T(a) x Rs/Rs -? T(p* (a) © co).
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Representing Ss as the one point compactification of jRs, c may be extended to a map

/: T(oc) aSs-^ T(p* (a) 0 co). (4.5)

In particular, if G is a compact Lie group acting freely on a manifold M and H
is a closed subgroup, we hâve the fiber bundle piM/H-^M/G. Let £G (respectively,
£H) dénote the bundle over M/G (respectively, MjH) having fiber Ad (G) (respectively,

Ad (H)). Now

t (M/H) ®co^p*(<z (M/G) 0 Rs).

Adding £#©/>* (£G) to both sides and using (3.1) we hâve

x(M)IH®p*(t;G)®ca~T(M)/H®t;H®Rs.

For sufficiently large s we may cancel x(M)jH obtaining an équivalence

p*(ÇG)®co*t;H®Rs. (4.6)

Thus, the map t of (4.5) yields

t: T(oc a lG) aSs-+ T(p* (a) a lH) a 5s (4.7)

The stable homotopy class of this map does not dépend on the particular choice

of embedding because of the foliowing: (a) isotopic embeddings détermine homotopic
maps. (b) the effect of replacingj?:M/G-+ MjHxRsby ip:MIG-*M/HxRs+19 where

i is the usual inclusion, is to replace t by its suspension, (c) for sufficiently large s,

any two embeddings homotopic to p are isotopic.
We shall call / in (4.7) the transfer associated with the bundle p:M/H-+ M/G. It

is easily seen that t is functorial with respect to smooth G-maps. Moreover, if H has

finite index in G (so that p is a finite covering map) t agrées with the transfer defined
and axiomatized by Roush [23]. A proof of this fact will be given in the appendix.

Consider now the situation of the previous section. If F is a G-module write
V— VG and let VH dénote its underlying if-module. Suppose that VG®UG= WG. Let
rjG and rjH be as in (3.2). We hâve the fiber bundle p:M(UH)-*M(UG) and since

P*{yIg)=zTIh we obtain a transfer map

T(rjG ® CG) ASs-+T(rjH® CH) a Ss

Making the identification (3.6) we hâve

t:(M(WG),M(VG)fG a Ss-+(M(WH)9M(VH)fH a Ss. (4.8)

5. The Spaces F(V \ W)

If a and p are sectioned bundles, let ^(a, /?) dénote the space of fiber and cross
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section preserving maps Ea-*Efi, with the compact-open topology. Recall that if Y
is a pointed space

Q (Y) inj limfc^ (S\ Y a Sk).

Let F and W be free G-modules such that Fc W and V^ W. Let F* dénote the

orthogonal complément of Fin W. We define ^(F] W) to be the pointed space of
G-equivariant maps S(V*)->S(W), the inclusion map being the base point. Our
objective is to construct a map

X:F(V\ W)^Q{{M{W)9M{V)f). (5.1)

Let

i (S(V*) x S(W)IG9 M(V*)9p9 A) (5.2)

where p and ^d are induced by the projection and diagonal respectively. From (3.4)
we hâve an identification

{«IJ0C0T, (5.3)

where t is the tangent bundle ofM V*) and rç (5 F*) x F/G, M F*), /?). The function

0:F(V\ W)-+*J?(S°,Ç) (5.4)

defined by sending/:S(F*)->S{W) to f':S°xM(V*)-+S(V*)xS(W)IG, where

/' (0» [j]) [7» / (jO] and / ' (oo, [y]) [j, j] is easily seen to be a homeomorphism
of function spaces.3) Making the identification (3.4), 6 becomes

O:F(V\ W)-+^(S°9ri®t;®ï). (5.5)

Choose an embedding M(V*)aRs and let v dénote the normal bundle. Let
\j/:x®v->Rs dénote the associated trivialization and c:Ss-+T(v) the Pontrjagin-
Thom map. The map k is to be the following composition.

)9T(ti®OaSs)

Hère a is suspension and the last map is given by the identification (3.6). It is easy
to check that the homotopy class of X does not dépend on the choice of embedding.

3) We use Sn to dénote the one point compactification of Rn. The sphère of unit vectors in Rn+1

will be denoted by S(Rn+1).
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(5.7) THEOREM. A is an n-equivalence where n==dim(V)+ dim(W) + dim(G)-
-2.

Proof. It follows from the suspension theorem (2.2) that a is an «-équivalence. It
remains to show that Jt{c) ris an «-équivalence for large s. Let a tj©Ç®Rs. Choose

a complementary bundle fi and let (p'.fi@a-±R* be a trivialization. We then hâve a

duality map

[i:Ss+t ->T(v®P) a T(ot)

given by the composite

where ^d is the diagonal map. Let X be a fînite complex such that dim(Z)<«. The
associated correspondence

/V [z a r(v e js), s'] -> [jr a ss+<, r(a) a 5']

defined by sending /:Xa T(v®fi)->S" to the map

X A SS+'^>X a T(v0 jS) a T(a)^^>Sr a T(a)-> T(a) a S*

is bijective, provided we are in the stable range. Let us take t to be large enough so

that this is the case.

We hâve the following commutative diagram.

[jf A y, â] [X a T (v), T (a)]

t
[Z a v 0 R\ a 0 fi1] i[lA T(v) a 5f, T(a) a

(lACAl)"

> [X a Ss, T (a)]

1-

a Ss+f, T(a) a

a v © fi © a,

î
[X a

î

For sufficiently large ^ the suspension maps in the above diagram are bijective
and therefore (1 a c)*T is bijective as desired.

We will now consider the functorial properties of the map A. We identify the un-

reduced join S(V)*S(W) with S{V@W) by the map [v, w, t]->tv®J\-t2w. If
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Fc Ucz W there is an inclusion map

j:F{V\U)-»F{V\W) (5.8)

induced by the join opération as follows. Let F* dénote the orthogonal complément
of Fin £/and U* the orthogonal complément of Uin W, Theny is defined by sending

f:S(V*)^S(U)tof*l:S(V*)*S(U*)-+S(U)*S(U*). Let

i: (M(U)9 M(V)f -> (Af (FF), M(V)f (5.9)

dénote the inclusion, and let X dénote a finite complex.

(5.10) Thefollowing diagram is commutative.

tX,F(V\ UJ] -£*IX9 fi((Af(U), M(V)fJ]
U* JQ(O#

[Z, F(V\ Wy]-£>IX9 Q((M(W),

Let

r:F(V\ W)-+F(U\ W) (5.11)

dénote the map defined by restricting f:S(V*)->S(W) to S(U*), and let

c:(M(W)9M(V)Y -+ (M(W)9M(U)f (5.12)

be the collapsing map.

(5.13) Thefollowing diagram is commutative

[X, F{V\ Wy] -£*IX, Q((M(W),

r* |c(«)*

IX, F(U | WJ]-£*IX, Q((M(W\

Finally, if H is a closed subgroup of G there is the natural forgetful map

<p:F(VG\WG)-+F(VH\WH), (5.14)

and for sufficiently large s, there is a transfer map

t:(M(WG), M(VG)f° a S*-*(M(WH), M(VH)f« a S* (5.15)

as in (4.8).
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(5.16) Thefollowing diagram is commutative

IX, F(VO | WG)] ±*\X, Q((M(WG),

r* 1C(O

[X,F{VB | WHy\^{X, Q((M(WH),

Proofs for (5.10), (5.13) and (5.16) are given in section 8.

6. The Spaces F(V).

Given a free G-module V, choose a free G-module W such that Fc W and Vi=- W.

Let kW dénote the &-fold direct sum of W and define

F(V) inj \imkF(V\ kW) (6.1)

and

B{Vf inj Umk(M(kW), M (V)f (6.2)

If X is a pointed finite CW-complex the map

A# : [Z; F(F | kW)] -, [Z, g ((M(kW), M(V)f)]

is, by (5.10), compatible with the above inclusions. Hence we obtain

X{V): IX; F{V)\ -> {X; Q{B{Vfi\ (6.3)

as the injective limit of the X #. As a resuit of theorem (4.5) we hâve

(6.4) THEOREM. k(V) is a natural équivalence of homotopy functors on the cat-

egory of finite CW-complexes.
We next show that F(V) has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. To do this

it is sufficient to show that the spaces F{V | W) hâve the homotopy type of a CW-
complex. Since F(V\ W) is homeomorphic to the space of cross sections to the
bundle 5f(F*)x5f(V)/G!~>M(F*), the resuit for F(V\ W) is a conséquence of the

following.

(6.5) LEMMA. Letp\E-+Bbea Hurewicz fibration withfiber F. Suppose that B
is compact andboth B and F hâve the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Then the space

of cross sections to p has the homotopy type of a CW-complex.
Proof Let ^ffî dénote the category of spaces having the homotopy type of a

CW-complex. First, suppose that p:E->B is a fibration such that E and B are in
We will show that the fiber Fis in #JT. If we replace the inclusion Ï.F-+E by
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a fibration i':F'^E in the usual way, the fiber over e has the homotopy type of
Q(B, p(e)) [21]. By a resuit of Milnor [19], Q(B,p(e)) is in VJf. Hence by a theorem

of Stasheff [27], F' is in <€&. Therefore F is in ^^f.
Now let p:E^>B be as in the statement of the lemma. By the exponential law,

p':EB-^BB is also a Hurewicz fibration and since both EB and BB are in ^Jf [19],
the fiber over the identity is in ^ffî. This is just the space of cross sections to p.

As a conséquence of (6.4), we hâve proved the following:

(6.6) THEOREM. The space F(V) is homotopy équivalent to Q{B(Vf).
Since the homotopy type of B(vy clearly does not dépend on the choice of am-

bient G-module W, Theorem (6.6) has an obvious conséquence.

(6.7) COROLLARY. The homotopy type of F(V) dépends only on the représentation

F.

There are two functorial properties of the transformation A (F). Firstly, if Fis a

submodule of t/we obtain from (5.13) the following commutative diagram

Secondly, if H is a closed subgroup of G, we hâve a transfer

t#:[X;Q(B(7H)fa)] -> [X; Q(B(Fg)Çg)] (6.9)

defined to be the injective limit of the maps £?(*)#> where Q(t) is the map appearing
in (5.16). Then by (5.16) we hâve a commutative diagram

Actually, by the methods of [6], one can construct in a natural way, a map
t:Q(B(VGyG)-*Q(B(VHYH) which realizes the transfer f#. Since we will not need

such a map, we do not carry out the construction hère.

If F is the trivial G-module {0} we shall >vrite FG in place of F(V) and Bq in
place of B(vy. Thus, FG is the injective limit of the space of (j-equivariant self maps
of S(kW) and Éq is the Thom space of the bundle with fiber Ad (G) associated to
the universal principal (r-bundle.

We shall now examine some spécial cases of the preceding results. First, if G is

the trivial group we write Fin place of FG. In this case ^=5°°+ may be identified
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with S0 by collapsing S00 to a point. Let us write g(0)(5°) (respectively, Ô(1)(S0))
to dénote Q(S°) with the constant map (respectively, the identity map) as base point.
We will relate

A:[Jr;F]^[X;Ô<°>OS0)] (6.11)

to a more familiar map. Let

T: [X; e<*> (5°)] ~» [X; 6(0) (S0)] (6.12)

be defined as follows. First let T':Qk(Sk)-+Qk(Sk) send/to the composite

where /* is the pinching map, R is the reflection (xu x2,...9 xk)-+(—xi9 x29..-, xk)9

and g is the folding map. (With respect to loop addition 7" sends / to 1 -/). Let
H:Skx /-» Sk dénote the canonical homotopy from T' (1 to the constant map. Then
T is to be the injective limit of

[X'Qk (Sfe)] — {X ; Qk (S*)] -^*[X;Qk (S*)]

There is also a natural inclusion i:F-*g(1)(S°) defined by sending/:£(!?*)-»
to its radial extension/:Sk-+ Sk given byf(tv) tf(v), f^O, \v\^l.

(6.13) THEOREM. The triangle

IX, F] 2
> [X; 6(0) (S0)]

w commutative.
A proof of (6.13) will be given in Section 9.

Now let K dénote one of the fields R, C or H, the real, complex, or quaternionic
numbers and let d dénote the dimension of K over R. Let G Sd~1 and let V dénote
the standard représentation of G on Rd given by scalar multiplication. Then the space

F(kV), which we shall now dénote by Lk, is the injective limit over n of the spaces

Ll, where L\ is the space of Sd~^equivariant maps sd(n~k)~1 -» Sdn~K

Let Sd~x act on S^'1 xS*"1 by (x,y)-+(gx, gyg'1), geSd~l. The quasi-projec-
tive space Pw defined by James [12] is the space obtained from S*"'1 x Sd~1/Sd~~1 by
identifying the section Sdn~x x {1}/Sd~1 to a point (see [2; section 5]). It is easy to
see that Pn is the Thom space of the bundle with fiber Ad(5'd""1) associated with the
bundle S1*"'1 ->Pn, wherePnis the projective space S^'^S^1 [2]. LetP*, inj limrtPn
and let Po be the base point of P^. Then with thèse changes in notation we obtain
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from (6.6) a homotopy équivalence

Lk*Q(PJPk). (6.14)

In particular,

Fst-ixQiPj. (6.15)

Note that Rp(X, RP(K + and CPco (CPco + )aSï.

7. Morphisms of Sectioned Bundles

In this section we take up some properties of the mapping set [a, p~\ which will
be needed to establish the functorial properties of the transformation A.

Suppose that N is a manifold and McNis a submanifold with normal bundle œ.

Let Emc:N as a tubular neighborhood. Then if a is a sectioned bundle over N we
hâve

ha:a\En->pî(*\M)9 ha:oc \ E^-a \ M

as in (4.2) and (4.3). Let p dénote another sectioned bundle over N and define

<?: [© a a | M, j8 | Af] -> [a, p~\ (7.1)

by

(f\ (n \ -
The map e is easily seen to be natural with respect to suspension. That is, if y is

another sectioned bundle over N, the following diagram is commutative.

[55 a a j M, fi | M] ^ [œ a (a a y) \ M, (fi a y) \ M]
je je (7.2)

[a, j8] ?[a a y, p a y].

The relation between e and the Pontrjagin-Thom map c:T(<x)-*T(côA(x | M) is

given by the following commutative diagram.

[û> a a | M, jS | M] i [T(â> a a | M), T(p | M)]
Ie'

[r(a),T08|M)] (7.3)

1"
[a, 0] ï [T (a),
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Hère i:T(p | M)-+T(P) dénotes the inclusion. To prove (7.3) we hâve

and

A Connecting homotopy H is given by

1(tx, f(x a K(ax)))
H(ax9t)

Now consider the restriction map

(7.4)

Note that for /:a->j5 we hâve hfif^f\ Mha since both are the end of a homotopy
from <x \ E^ to fi \ E^ which begins at / and covers the homotopy jt of (4.1). From
this observation and a straightforward calculation we obtain the following commuta-
tive diagram.

[a.ffl '- ¦&(«), T(«]
I' I»

[a | M, P | M] [T (a), T {fi \ M a fi))] (7.5)

[a | M a cô, j8 | M a cô] i [T(a | M a cô), T(^ | M a cô)]

Suppose now that/KM-^Nis a map and a, /? are sectioned bundles over N. There
is then the induced map

P*--[*,P}-+[p*(*)9p*(fi)] (7.6)

defined by p*(f) (m, a) (m,f(a)), meM, aeEa. Suppose further that p:M-+N is

a differentiable liber bundle. Let p:M-*NxRs be an embedding homotopic to p, let

et) dénote the normal bundle, and let n : N xRs-+N dénote the projection. Let us also

choose^ so that np=p. Then/?* (a)=7i* (a) | M and under this identification the map
p* of (7.6) corresponds to

[a, 0] S [>* (a), n* (fi)] A [p* (a), p* (fi)].

where r is the restriction map. Hence by the commutativity of (7.5) and the définition
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of the transfer f, we hâve the following commutative diagram

[a, fi] i [T(a), T (fi)] — [T (a) a S\ T (fi) a S*]

I- I-
[p* (a), p* (/?)] [r (a) a S\ T (p* (fi) a S)] (7.7)

I iI-I
r

i
0* (a) a â>, p* 08) a fif| - [T (p* (a) a cô), T (p* (jS) a fi>)].

8. The Functorial Properties of k

We will first establish property (5.10). Let U, V, and JFbe free G-modules such
that Va Ucz W. Let F* dénote the orthogonal complément of F in W and F** the
orthogonal complément of Fin U. We then hâve M(F**)cM(F*). We let rj, C, t
dénote the bundles over M(F*) which appear in the définition of À(V | PF) and rço>

Co, t0 those over M(V**) which appear in the définition of A (F | (7). Let co dénote
the normal bundle of M(F**) in M(V*).

Let X be a finite complex. Since the restriction of t to M (F**) is to©co, we hâve

a cô, f|0 ® Co © ^o ® û>] -^ [-^5 ^7 © C ©

and we dénote this composite by ê. A lengthy but straightforward calculation shows
that the following diagram is commutative.

1 i (8>1)

[x, f (f | wy\ -^
Now let Âf(F*)czi?s with normal bundle v and let v0 dénote normal bundle of

the composite embedding M(V**)czRs. Then vo-co©(v | M(V**)) so that, by (7.2)
and the définition of ê we obtain a commutative diagram

[X, rj0 0 Co © ^o] -^ [X a v0, f/0 © Co © *o © v0]

J Je (8.2)

Let \l/:x®v-+Rs and ij/0:t0®v0 -»i£5 dénote the trivializations associated with the

embeddings. Since \j/0 is the restriction of ^ we hâve the commutativity relation.

Ie (8>3)
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Now, by (7.3) we hâve a commutative diagram

T
[x a v0, r\Q e c0

(8.4)

Property (5.10) now follows easily from the commutativity of the diagrams (8.1)

through (8.4), together with the relation

T(v)

(8.5)

r(v0).
We turn now to the proof of (5.16). Let VG and WG be free G-modules such that

VGczJVG and let VH and WH dénote their underlying //-modules. Let p\M(V%)-+
->M(Vq) dénote the projection and choose an embeddingjp:M(F^)-> M(VG) x RSi

such that np=p9 where n:M(V%) x RSi -+M(V%) is the projection. Let œ dénote the

normal bundle to this embedding. The bundles over M(Vq) which appear in the

définition of X will be denoted by a subscript G and those over M(F#) by a subscript
H. We then hâve p* (rjG) rjH and p* (ÇG®to) Ch©*#•

We hâve the following commutative diagram

f(vg | wGy\ -> [x, i,G e
(8.6)I k

[x, f(vh | pfh)] -> [x, nH e cff

Now choose an embedding M(VG)c:RS1 with normal bundle vG and let vH dénote
the normal bundle of the composite embedding

M(Ftf)-^M(FG*) x RSi->Rsl+s\

We then hâve the relation

5
(8.7)

)eco. (8.8)

and from (4.6),
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Let \I/g:ïg®vg-+RS2 and \l/H:xHczvH-^Rsl+S2 dénote the trivializations associated
with the embeddings. Making use of the identifications (8.7) and (8.8) we hâve the
following commutative diagrams

Next, by the commutativity of (7.8) we hâve (see (4.7))

[X a vG, ne © Ce © H*]-^ [X a T (rG), T (i,o © Ce) A S52]

I-
a T (vG) a SS1, T (r,G © Cg) a SSi

L
IX A T (vG) a Ss\ T (na © CH) a S"

IX A VH,

Finally, from the relation

c/T(vg)aSS1

h © ^St +S2] ^ [X a T (vH), T (»Jh © Ch

we obtain the following commutative diagram.

[ZaT(vg)aSS1, T(itei
Î(lAt)#

a SS1+S2]

(8.9)

(8.10)

(8.11)

Property (5.16) now follows from the commutativity of the diagrams (8.6) through
(8.11).

Property (5.13) requires a similar analysis but we wiU leave the détails to the
reader. The key relation needed hère is given in (7.5).
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9. Proofof(6.13)

Let Xbe a finite complex such that dim(X)<n — 1 and letp2 dénote the projection

Xx Sn -? Sn. The proof of (6.13) is based on the foliowing commutative diagram

[XxS (Rn% S (*")] A IX x Sn, S"] -^ [X x S", S"]

[X, F] > [X, fi<*> (S0)] i [X, G(0) (S0)]

Hère s is defined by s(f) (x, tv) tf(x, v), r>05 |t?| l. The vertical maps are given
by the obvious exponential correspondence and T is the map T (w) [^2] — w« Since

we are in the stable range [Jfx Sn, S"1] has a natural abelian group structure.

Let/:Zx S(Rn)->S(Rn) represent an élément of \X9 F] and let

À(f):XxSn-*Sn (9.2)

represent its image under the équivalence À: [Z, F] -> [Z, 6(0)(^°)]- From the com-
mutativity of the above diagram it is sufficient to show that

[A(/)] |>2]-[*(/)]• (9-3)

To do this we will give an explicit description of A(/). The standard embedding
S(Rn)czRn has a trivial normal bundle and a tubular neighborhood map S(Rn)x
xR^Rn is given by (v9 t)-+e*v. Hence, the associated Pontrjagin-Thom map

ciS^S1 xS(Rn)/S(Rn)

is given by c(v) (log\v\, v/\v\). (It will be understood throughout this section that a

point for which a formula is not defined is to be mapped to the base point.)
Let il/:y@R-+Rn dénote the standard trivialization ij/((v, w)®t) tv + w. If v is a

non-zero vector let 6=t?/|i;|. Using this data to construct A, we hâve

Let

h:SnxSn->Sn (9.4)

be defined by

Let aenn(Sn) dénote a generator and let ai9 a2enn(Sn x Sn) dénote the image of
a under inclusion onto the first and second factor respectively.
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(9.5) LEMMA. Suppose that n is odd. Then h# {at) a and /*# (a2)= -a.
Proof. Since h maps the diagonal to the base point we hâve h#(a1+a2)=0. Now

let d:Sn-+SnxSn send v to (v, — v) and consider the composite hd:Sn->Sn. Its
adjoint (hd)':S{Rn)-*Q{Sn) is given by

t>0

Let i:S(Rn)-*Q(Sn) dénote the adjoint of the identity. Evidently, {hd)f represents

[/] - [l4], where A : S(Rn) -* S(Rn) is the antipodal map. If n is odd \JA~\ - [/] and

(hd)' represents 2[i]. Therefore hd has degree 2. Since d#(a)=a1—a2 we hâve

h# (ai—a2) 2a. The lemma follows now from this and the relation h#(a1+a2) 0.

We suppose now that n is odd. The map A(/) admits a factorization

where/(x, i;) (t?, s(f) (x, v)). Because of the dimensional restriction on A"we may
deform/into Sn v Sn. That is, there exists a homotopy commutative diagram of theform

It now follows from the lemma and an elementary diagram chase that hf=X(f)
represents [>2]-[>(/)]•

10. The Image of tt* (Fg) in tt* (F), G Zp.

The stable homotopy theoretic interprétation of the forgetful homomorphism
from FG to FH yields considérable information on the image of n* (FG) in n* (FH).
There is a natural division into two cases depending on whether G is finite or infinité;
we defer the infinité case to the next two sections.

We begin with an easy observation.

(10.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose G isfinite and admits afree linear représentation.
Then the induced homomorphism

is an isomorphism.

Proof. According to (6.10), the above map is équivalent to the transfer
homomorphism
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tensored with Z[}G\~1]. However, if/?:S°°^BGis projection, the composite (p+)+°r*
is an isomorphism when tensored with Z[|G|~1] (see [23]). By a spectral séquence

argument, (/?+)* is an isomorphism when tensored with Z[|G|~1]. Hence the same
is true of t*.

As one might expect, considerably stronger results hold for suitable choices of G.

We limit our discussion to the following

(10.2) THEOREM. Let G Zp, where p is a prime. Then the forgetful map from
n* (^g) t° n* 07) *s subjective in positive dimensions.

Proof. By (10.1) the image of the forgetful map contains ail torsion in n*(F) of
order prime to p. Since n# (F) is finite in positive dimensions, it suffices to prove that
the /?-primary component of n* (FG) maps onto the /?-primary component of n* (F)
in positive dimensions. We shall establish this using results of D. S. Kahn and S. B.

Priddy [16]; the cases/? 2 and/?^2 require separate treatment.
Case 1. /? 2. In this case BG RP°°. Embed i?P°° in the infinité spécial orthogonal

group via the reflection construction; since SO is contained in FG (linear maps
are Z2-equivariant) and FZ2 is homotopy équivalent to Q(RPCO + this yields a map
from RP™ to Q(RP°°+). The results of [18] imply the existence of a unique map

+ (10.3)

which is a map of infinité loop spaces and makes the following diagram commute:

» 7T* (Q (RPX))

l
(2(+)) (10.4)

I
*)

It is well-known that XxJp induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Thus by
[16, Theorem 4.1] its adjoint induces a surjection of 2-primary components in po-
sitive-dimensional homotopy. But this adjoint induces f*A* in homotopy by standard

adjoint functor formulas, and hence t* must also induce a surjection of 2-primary
components in positive-dimensional homotopy.

Case 2. p^2. Suppose /:A"-> Q Fis continuous where Xand Tare pointed CW-
complexes. Then there is an essentially unique factorization of / through Y as an

S-map (i.e., in the category of CW-spectra). Hence for any cohomology theory A*

there is a canonical induced homomorphism

f*:h*(Y)-*h*(X) (10.6)
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making the following diagram commutative

Furthermore the correspondence / -> /* is functorial. Let L=BZp and let t : Q (L+) -

-+Q(S°) dénote some map which realizes the transformation

For any such choice of t we hâve the following commutative diagram (where
dénotes singular cohomology with Zp coefficients).

(10.7)

Let a(qi)eH2iiP~î)~i (F) represent the loop-suspension of the i-th Wu class

qieH2i<*-» (BF) (10.8)

and let rt=k*'1 {<j(qi))- By the results of Kahn and Priddy [16, Remark 4.3] together
with a lemma of Tsuchiya [30, Lemma 6.3], in order to show that the adjoint of the
composite

induces an epimorphism of /?-primary components in stable homotopy (in positive
dimensions) it is sufficient to show that the images of the rt in H2i(p'1)"ml(L+) are

non zéro. From the diagram (10.7) this will follow by showing that the classes cr(gf)

map non-trivially into H*(U). Now the image of o{qt) in H*(U) is the loop-suspension

of the ï-th Wu class in H* (BU) which is a non zéro multiple of the Chern
class of dimension (p-1) i modulo decomposables (see [33] or [30, p. 120]). Hence

it is non zéro in H* (U).

11. The Image of nm(F0) in n+(F)9 G Infinité

In contrast to the above results for G=Zp the image of nk(FG) in nk(F) is always

a proper subgroup if G is infinité and k= ± 1 mod8 with the exception of k= 1 if
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3 (since FS3 is 2-connected by (6.6), clearly the generator of n1(F)~Z2 does

not corne from n* (Fs3)). The proof has two basic ingrédients - an investigation of
the image of n* U) in tt* (F) and a computation of the Adams e-invariant of éléments

in rc* (F) which corne from torsion in n* (Fsi).
In [8] Browder essentially proved that n*(U)->n+(Fsi) is monic. Using his

methods one can prove a much stronger resuit.

(11.1) THEOREM. The map from n*(U) to n*(Fsi) is an injection onîo a direct
summand, and the complementary summand of the latter group isfinite.

We shall need the notion of G-equivariant fiber bundle as defined by Tom Dieck
[29] ; however, ail of our equivariant bundles will be over trivial G-spaces, and hence

the formulation of equivariant local triviality is easily understandable. In particular,
if Top(X, ç>) is the group of G-equivariant homeomorphisms of the G-space X with
action cp:GxX-+X9 then equivariant (X, q>) bundles over a trivial base are classified

by maps from the base into B Toppf, q>).

The Dold-Lashof classification of ordinary fiber bundles up to fiber homotopy
type [10, Theorem 7.5, p. 303] generalizes to equivariant fiber bundles over trivial
G-spaces with only minor changes.

(11.2) PROPOSITION. Let (X, <p) be as above, and let F(X, cp) be its space of
equivariant self-maps. Two equivariantfiber bundles over a CWcomplex withfiber (X, q>)

are equivariantly fiber homotopy équivalent if and only if the composites of their classi-

fying maps with the induced function

BTop(X9(p)-+ BF(X, <p).

are homotopic.
The following resuit generalizes the main step in Browder's argument. It is ap-

parently well-known but (to our knowledge) unpublished.

(11.3) LEMMA. (i) Let Ç be an n-dimensional complex vector bundle over afinite
complex, and assume that its unit sphère bundle is equivariantly fiber homotopically
trivial (with the obviousfree S1 action). Then the complex K-theoretic Chern classes ofÇ
are trivial, (ii) Let Ç be an n-dimensional quaternionic vector bundle over afinite complex,
and assume that the unit sphère bundle of £ is equivariantly fiber homotopically trivial
(with the obvious free S3 action). Then the real K-theoretic symplectic Pontrjagin
classes of £ are trivial.

The characteristic classes mentioned above are defined in [9].

Proof (i) Let S{Ç) be the associated S2"'1 bundle of { and let P(Ç) be the

associated CP""1 bundle. Then S(Ç)-*P(Ç) is a principal S1 bundle projection we

shall call the canonical Une bundle of {. An equivariant fiber homotopy équivalence
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from S(i) toBx s2""1 induces a fiber homotopy équivalence fromP(Ç) to B x CPn~*
under which the canonical line bundle over BxCP"'1 (namely, idxpiBxS2"'1 ->

-+Bx(Pn~1) pulls back to the canonical line bundle on £. Since i^-theoretic Chern
classes satisfy an analog of the Grothendieck relation for ordinary Chern classes

(compare [9, pp. 45-48] or [3, pp. 84, 109], Browder's argument [8, p. 33] works for
complex X*-theory as well as singular cohomology.

(ii) This follows from a virtually identical argument with canonical quaternionic
line bundles replacing complex line bundles and Â'O-theoretic symplectic Pontrjagin
classes [9, pp. 45-48, 52-58] replacing £-theoretic Chern classes.

(11.4) COROLLARY. If Ç satisfies the hypothèses of Proposition 8.3, it is stably
trivial.

Proof. The results of [9, Section 9] show that the first ^T-theoretic Chern or
symplectic Pontrjagin class of £ is its stable équivalence class in K2(X)^K(X) or

KO4(X)^KSp(X).
Proof of Theorem (11.1). Since U and Fsi are both arcwise connected, the resuit

is trivial for 7i0. We shall first prove the resuit for nt and use the low-dimensional
cases in providing the higher-dimensional ones.

Let F^P"'1) be the space of self maps of CPn~K Regarding Cn as an S1 module

we hâve the space Fsi(Cn). A resuit of James [13] states that the 'passage to orbit
space' homomorphism

Fsi(Cn)-+ FiCP"-1) (11.5)

is a fibration whose fiber is homeomorphic to the space of functions from CPn~i to S1.

It is easy to show that the latter is a K(Z, 1) and the inclusion of S1 as the set of
diagonal matrices is an explicit homotopy équivalence. Thus we hâve the following
commutative diagram whose rows represent fibrations and whose left-hand vertical

map is a homotopy équivalence;

PSUn

l | (1L6)

X -»Fst{Cn)-*F{CPn~1)

as usual, PSUn dénotes the projective group. Consider the induced mappings of
fundamental groups; in the first row one obtains the short exact séquence 0 -» Z ->

->Z-^Zn->0. By (11.4), the induced map from n1(Un) Z to nx(Fsi(CH)) is

monic. Thus the induced map from nt (X) to % (Fsi (Cn)) is also monic; notice that

nl(Fsi(Cn))=Z holds if w>2 by Theorem (5.7). An application of [26, Theorem

4.11, p. 452] shows that % (F(CP"""1))^ZIÏ, and it follows that the bottom row of the

above diagram also yields the short exact séquence 0-*Z-*Z->Zw-*0in funda-
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mental groups. But this forces the map from n^U,) to ni(Fsi(Cn)) to be an iso-

morphism. Since n1(Uî)'^n1(U) and nl(Fsi(Cn))^n1(Fsi) if n is large, the proof
of the theorem in dimension 1 is complète.

Consider the following extended fibration séquence

Un^Fsl(Cn)^Yn±BUnXBFsi(Cn). (11.7)

By the results of the previous paragraphs, Yn is 1-connected. Thus Lemma (6.5) and
results of Stasheff [27] and Milnor [19] imply Yn has the homotopy type of a CW
complex with finitely many cells in each dimension.

Let Wn be the 2n-skeleton of such a complex homotopically équivalent to Yn,

and let y: Wn~* Yn be the 'inclusion' map. Then hfj is homotopically trivial, so that
the composite offt with the canonical map from BUn to BU is homotopically trivial by
Corollary (11.4). Since (BU, BUn) is (2/2 +1 )-connected and dim Wn ^ 2n9 it follows that

fj is homotopically trivial. Since / is a fibration, this means that./ factors through g up
to homotopy. Since g is a fibration, this means that the induced fibration

has a cross section. Therefore

** 0*Fsi (C")) s n* (Wn) 0 7T* (Un).

However, the pair (Fsi(Cn),j*FSi(Cn)) is 2#-connected, and hence it is immédiate
that 7ti(Un)-y7ti(Fsi(Cn)) is an injection onto a direct summand if i<2n. Since

(U, Un) is 2«-connected and (Fsh Fst(Cn)) is (2w-2)-connected by 5.5 and 6.6, an
obvious diagram chase shows that tt* (U) -> 71^ (Fsi) is also an injection onto a direct
summand. The finiteness of the complementary summand follows because rank

nt (Fsi) is 1 if i is odd and 0 if i is even, the same as the corresponding rank of nt (U).

(11.8) Addendum /a 11.1. A completely analogous argument shows that rc* (Sp) -+

~^ ft* (Fs*) is an injection onto a direct summand with finite complementary summand ;

we shall omit the détails.

(11.9) THEOREM. Let n be odd, and let uenn(Fsi) hâve finite order. Then the

image of u in nn (F) has trivial complex e-invariant.
See [1, §3] for the définition and properties of the complex Adams e-invariant.

Proof. Let r:S2w+1(CPr+)-+S2m(S2r+1 + be the transfer, where r>n and

2m>r. Let w':S2m+w-+S2m+1(CPr+) correspond to u. The image v of u in nn{F)
corresponds to cTu\ where c:S2m(S2r+1 + )->S2m collapses the 52m+2r+1 wedge
factor.

To show ec(image w)=0, it suffices to prove that K(C(v))^Ë(S2m)®R(S2m+n+1)
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as modules over the Adams i// opérations (compare [1, §6]). Consider the following
diagram

S2m+" - >S2m-+C(v)-+S2m+n+l —>S2m+1

i-
T

i- i i- i- (ii-9>

?O —> I —> O V^^ ^

Apply £to this diagram; since K(X)=0 if Zis a finite complex with cells of only odd
dimensions, we hâve the following commutative diagram:

0+-R(S2m)^R(Y)< Ë(S2m+2CPr+)+-0
t t 1 (11.10)

0<r-R(S2m)*-K(C(v))*-R(S2m+n+i) < 0

Let a generate R(S2m)=Z, let Ç'eË(Y) map to a, let ZeK(C(v)) dénote the image

off.
It suffices to show that ^*(<î;)=fcm£. By naturality,

^(O fc^ + T, (11.11)

where relmage(w')*. But the order of (u')* is finite since the order of u' is; since

Ë(S2m+n+1) Z, this means (w')* must vanish. Therefore K(C(v)) splits as a \j/-
module.

Theorems (11.1) and (11.9) readily yield the following resuit:

(11.12) THEOREM. (i) Let fik(k^l) dénote the Adams-Barratt élément in

7r8ft+1 (F). Then \ik is not in the image ofn8k+l(Fsi).
(ii) Let crk(k^l) dénote the generator of the image ofJ in dimension 8fc — 1. Then ak

is not in the image ofn^-x (Fs%).

(iii) In the notation of(n), twice ak is not in the image ofnSk^.1 (Fs3).

Proof. The results of Adams show that fxk and 2ak hâve nontrivial e-invariant
[1, pp. 68 and 44-45]. Thus they can only corne from éléments of n* (F53) or n* (Fsi)
having infinité order. An easy application of Theorem (11.1) and its addendum
shows that if they corne from n*(FS3) or k*(Fsi)9 they also corne from n*(Sp) or
n*(U) respectively. Since \ik is not in the image of /, conclusion (i) foliows. On the
other hand, the Bott periodicity theorems imply that n8k-.l(G)=Zif G=0, U, or Sp
and the canonical maps

> nQk-t (0)

are multiplication by 2 and 4 respectively (for example, see [7]). This shows that ak
and 2ek do not corne from n8k-x (Fsi) and 7r8*-i C^sO respectively, proving(ii) and (iii).
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12. The Image of n*(Fs3) in n*(FSi)

The pathologies discussed in Section 11 are definitely 2-primary in nature. For
example, if p is odd the generators of the />-primary components of the image of /
always corne from n+(FS3); in fact, they corne from n*(Sp) because the canonical

map from n* (Sp) to n* (0) is an isomorphism mod (graded) finite 2-groups. Thus one
is led to ask whether the induced map from 7r*(Fs3)®Z[£| to n+(F)®Z\£\ is

surjective in positive dimensions. Although we cannot prove this, we can prove that
the images of n*(Fs3)®Z[i~] and 7r*(iv)®Z[i] in n*(F)®Z[£\ are the same.

By Theorem (5.15) the above statement is équivalent to saying that the images of
the transfer homomorphisms

S,, (S

are equal. We shall deduce this using the following resuit.

(12.1) THEOREM. Let k be the involution of CP™ given by conjugation. Then

the transfer from S*(#P°°)®Z[i] to S*(S(CP°°))®Z[£] is surjective, and Us image
is the subgroup leftfixed by S(k+)*.

Assuming this, we state and prove the fact mentioned above.

(12.2) THEOREM. The images ofS*(HPœ)®Z[i'] andS*(S(CP0O + ))®Z[i'] in

S*(S°)®Z[i] are equal
Proof Let S00 be the total space of the universal S1 bundle over CP00. Then k

lifts to an involution / of S00, and by the naturality of the transfer we hâve the following

commutative diagram:

S(fc + 1+
I id\

1"0
It follows that if yES*(S(CP°°+)), then y and S(k+)*y hâve the same image in
S* (S0). Clearly this remains true after tensoring with Z[£].

Consider the élément i{y+ S(k+)* y) in S*(S(CP°°+))®Z[£]. By the discussion

of the preceding paragraph its image in S* (S°)®ZQ] is the same as the image of y.
On the other hand, it is clearly left fixed by S(k+)*9 so that it lies in the image of
S*(#P°°)®Z[!] by Theorem (12.1).

Let N be the normalizer of S1 in S3; then the transfer from HP™ to SiCP™*)
factors through BN*>. The proof of Theorem (12.1) has two parts - an examination
of the image ofS* (Hpa0)®Z[i'] in S* (5^C)®ZM and an examination of the image
of S*(2WÇ)®Z[£] in S*((CP°°+))®Z[i].
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(12.3) PROPOSITION. The induced homomorphism from S*(HPco)®Z[i'] to

St(BNt)®Z[i"] is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let k^O be given, and let n be large with respect to k. It suffices to prove
that

is an isomorphism when tensored with
The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral séquence for stable homotopy theory yields a

spectral séquence map converging to the homomorphism under considération. On
the E2 level it takes the form

U : Hp ((HP»-J; Sq) ® Z [±] - Hp ((S^/Nf; Sq) ® Z[£.
The homology groups of X1* are isomorphic to unreduced cohomology groups of X
(where X=HPn~1 or S4"'1^) by the Thom isomorphism and Poincaré duality.
Techniques of Boardman [6, §6] show that under thèse isomorphisms t* corresponds
to the cohomology map induced by the projection

Therefore it suffices to know that p* is an isomorphism in Z [£]-module coefficients.

This foliows from the Serre spectral séquence ; for p is an orientable fiber bundle

projection whose fiber is RP2, sl Z[^]-acyclic space.
We shall need a slight generalization of a familiar resuit on the transfer in singular

cohomology.

(12.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose p:X-^ Y is a regular n-sheeted covering (Y is

a CW complex) and G is thefull group of covering transformations. Let Ç be a k-plane
bundle over Y whose pullback to X is trivial, and let p* : SkX+ -> Y* dénote the induced

map of Thom spaces.

(i) If t\Y*-+SkX+ is the transfer, then ph is an isomorphism in any homology

theory taking values in the category of Z\\jn\-modules.
(ii) Let h* be a homology theory taking values in the category of Z\\\n\-modules.

Then t* is injective and Us image is the stationary set ofh* (SkX+) under the action ofG
induced by covering transformations.

The proof of the first part is an exercise in the techniques of [6, §6] and [23]. The

proof of the second part is an elementary algebraic exercise based on the canonical

isomorphism from h* (SkX+)/G to h* (Y*) induced byp*.
The following resuit and Proposition (12.3) imply Theorem (12.1).

(12.5) PROPOSITION. The transfer mapfrom&*{BN^)®Z[£\ to S*(S(CP°° +

is injective and its image is the subgroup leftfixed under S (&)*.
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Proof. If C is the line bundle over BN given by the adjoint représentation, then
the pullback of C to CjP00 is trivial. On the other hand, CP00 is a double covering of
BN, and an elementary argument shows that the covering involution of CP00 is

homotopic to k. Thus the proposition follows from Proposition (12.4).

APPENDK

13. TheTransfer

Let p:M-±N be a finite covering space where M and N are compact smooth
manifolds without boundary. In section 4, we described a well known method of
associating with a sectioned bundle a over N an S-map.

t:T(*)ASa-*T(p*(a))ASM.

For the purposes of this section we refer to t as the 'umkehr' map. On the other hand,
there are gênerai constructions of Roush [23] and of Kahn and Priddy [16] which
associate with a finite covering pair a wrong way map called the 'transfer'. In partic-
ular, for the covering pair (Ep*ia), M) -» (Ea, N) there is a transfer

t: 7» a5s-> T(p* (a)) a Ss.

The object of this appendix is to give a direct proof that the umkehr map agrées with
the transfer. In this direction Roush has shown that their induced homomorphisms
agrée for any (co) homology theory h for which TV is A-orientable (taking a 0).

We begin by describing the transfer for finite coverings. Let # dénote the sub-

category of the stable homotopy category of CW-spectra [6,31] having pointed CW-
complexes as objects. Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup. Let 0>G dénote the

category whose objects are CW-pairs (X, A) with a free and cellulair action of G on
X which leaves A invariant. The morphisms in £PG are to be equivariant maps of
pairs. We will call (X, A) a free G-pair. There is the forgetful functor M:0>G-+0>U
obtained by restricting the action of G to H. There is also the quotient functor

^g'-^g^ defined by sending (X, A) to X/A/G. As usual, we write X+ for Xj$
=Iu + } and, in gênerai, + will dénote the base point of a pointed space. If

f:(X, A)-+(X\ A') is a G-map, we also let /dénote the quotient map f:Xj'A/G ->

There is a 'suspension' functor &G-+&G defined by sending (X, A) to the pair
(X, A) x (S1, + with G acting on the first factor. Note that the quotient of (X, A) x
(S1, + is equal to X/A/G a S1.

Suppose that AiX/G-^X/H is a cross section to the covering
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There is then a retraction q\X\A\H-*XIAIG by

| +, otherwise.

(13.1) DEFINITION. An H- G transfer is a natural transformation t\2g-± £hM
having the following properties :

(a) t(Z, A) x (S\ + t(X, A) a 1.

(b) // A : XIG -? XIH is a cross section.

the composite

X/A/G -i XjAjH ^ X/A/G

is the identity.
Although our formulation of the transfer is slightly différent than Roush's his

results are easily translated. Hence we hâve

(13.2) THEOREM. (Roush [23]). There exists a unique H-G transfer.
The construction of t that follows is équivalent to that of Roush and also of Kahn

and Priddy. If Fis a pointed space let P(Y) dénote the space of functions a: G/H-> F,
where G\H dénotes the set of left cosets of H in G. Let G act on P(Y) by go(wH)=

a(g'~1wH)9g, weG. We hâve an equivariant embedding

aY-*P(Y)
by wHAy-^a, where a(wH)=y and <r(w'H)=+ iî w'H^wH. Topologically, the

pair (P(Y)9 (GjH)+ a Y) is simply the w-fold product of Fmodulo the «-fold wedge,
where n is the index of H in G. Hence it is a (2s— l)-connected pair if Y is (s— 1)-

connected.

Now we may write

P (g (Y) inj limfcQ1(P(Ya Sk))

and

Q((GIH)+ a Y) inj ]impQk((GIH)+ a (F a Sk)).

Moreover, the embedding (13.3) is compatible with the injective limit maps and so

we obtain

/: Y((G/H)+ aY)-+P(Q(Y)). (13.4)

By the remarks of the preceding paragraph, the relative homotopy groups of the pair
(P(Q(Y))9 Q((GIHy a Y)) are trivial.
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Now let (X, A) be a free G-pair and set Y=X\A\H. Define

cp:(X9A)->(P(Y),+) (13.5)

by q>{x) (wH) [w~1x]. Then q> is a G-map. We will also let q> dénote the map
(X, A)-+(P(Q(Y)), +) obtained by composing with the canonical inclusion P(Y)c
P(Q(Y)). Consider the diagram

-¦

where X is the Tolding map' (G/H)+ a Y-+ Y defined by 1(wHay)=y. There are

no obstructions to equivariantly deforming q> relative to A into Q((G/H)+ a Y). The
end of such a homotopy is denoted by cpf in the diagram. Upon taking quotients
Q (X) yields a map

t':2TM/G - fi (F) Q(X/AIH). (13.7)

Now the transfer t is the map in the stable homotopy category which is the adjoint
of x It is easy to check that x is well defined and meets the requirements of définition
(13.1).

To obtain a transfer on the category of n-fold coverings let G=<$?„, the symmetric

group on n letters, and let H=£fn__1. If p:(E, E')-+(B9 B') is an «-fold covering
pair let X dénote the total space of the associated principal G-bundle. Precisely, X
is the space of maps a:{l,...,«}->£such that a is fiber preserving and one-one. Let A
be the subspace of maps whose image lies in E'. If G acts on Xby g-^kjiI/'1, xj/eG,

we hâve a free Cr-pair (X, A) and the assignment which sends the covering pair to

(X,A) is clearly functorial. Moreover p:(X/H9 A/H)-+ (X/G, AjG) is naturally
équivalent to the original covering pair. The identifications XJH-+E and XJG-+B
are given by a-+<r(n) and o->pa(n) respectively. Hence the H-G transfer yields a

transfer for n-fold coverings.
Now let p:M^N be a finite covering of index n where M and N are smooth

manifolds. By the preceding remarks, we may write it in the form piX/H-tX/G
where G=&*n, H=Sfn_u and Zis a smooth manifold. To define the umkehr map we
will construct a particular embedding

p:X/H-+XIGxRs (13.8)

Let F dénote the G-module consisting of Rn plus the action of G=Sfn on Rn through
permutations. There is an embedding XjH-*Xx V/G by [x]H->|>, e^\G. Now for
the vector bundle n : Xx VjG -* XjG there is, for large, s, a map

e:XxV/G->Rs (13.9)
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which is a monomorphism on each fiber. Let p be the composite embedding

X/H^X x VIG-^+XjG x Rs.

Explicitly, ^([*]) ([*], 0" ([*,£,,]))• The embedding p has trivial normal bundle
and for e sufficiently small we hâve a tubular neighborhood map

p:XIHxRs->XIG x Rs (13.10)

byM*]> *O=(IX1» q(x> v))> where

q:XxRs-+Rs (13.11)

is defined by q(x, v) g([x9 eTO])+ ei>/l + M-

Let P be a sectioned bundle over XjG and a its pullback over X. Then p a/G
and/?* (/?) a/i/. Using the above tubular neighborhood embedding, the umkehr map

t:T(*lG) a Ss -> r(a/#) a 5s (13.12)

is given by

otherwise

On the other hand there is the transfer

t: T(a/G) a Ss -> T(oc/H) a Ss (13.13)

associated with the free G-pair (Ea, X).
We will show now that t r. To this end let Y=T(oc/H) and define

6: (Ea, X) x (Ss, +) -> (G/H)+ a Y a Ss

by
[g 1d] av',v {

+, otherwise

Consider the following diagram

X Ie

((G/ff)+ a Y a Ss, +)i (F aS',+)
Since the umkehr map t is the quotient of AO, we will hâve it t provided W is equiv-
ariantly homotopic to q>. The required homotopy Ft is given by

Ft(a,v)(gH) if v

+, otherwise.
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